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Gospel of
Atheism

HAVE A HAPPY LOVE LIFE!
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Salvation by
atheism

The only sexual acts that are wrong are the ones that hurt or exploit another person without his or
her agreeing to it in a mature way and ones which are used as a substitute for developing real selfesteem and independence.
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What is selfesteem?

There is nothing wrong with a woman having a baby and having no intention of having a man
around as long as she has plenty of male relations and friends to befriend her baby.
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Why is selfesteem
important?
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How to love
yourself

It is not true that contraception makes the man see the woman as a sex object for all agree that sex
when conception is eliminated or very unlikely is loving and moral. Women must have the same
freedom as men to explore their sexuality. It is not true that the contracepting person sees the baby
as a burden for anti-contracepting people see the baby as something to be avoided when they try to
reduce the chances of conception for nobody thinks sex is more about babies than anything else.
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It is thought that having sex is promising to care for and be with the person you have it with
You want to be forever for it is giving yourself to another. To have sex with somebody you do not care for is to
happy
give your body but not yourself for you are holding back your heart and that is contradictory and
obviously abnormal and demeaning. It is obvious that it is better for sex to express love of some
You can be
kind. When you give a person yourself you are certainly promising to be there for them forever.
happy
However, you do not have to be their friend forever but you do have to be there if they have
nobody in an emergency.
To love

yourself means
loving yourself Nobody must feel pressured into having casual sex. It is a sign of strength and wisdom to say no
when one isn't interested. Those who think otherwise don't matter. The fewer sex partners anyone
alone
has the better for it is healthier. Sex can become a substitute for love and all deserve better.
ultimately

Only bigots condemn homosexuality. It is condemned on the grounds that it is unnatural. That is
based on the lie that what is natural is necessarily good and what is unnatural is bad. It is a lie for
everybody can see that nature is cruel and we all can and should defy it when we have operations.
Nobody makes Nature has strange ways so it could be natural for persons to be attracted to the same sex for many
heterosexual men do not like full intercourse as much as they like other acts. Laying down laws
you unhappy
like such and such a sex act being unnatural is foolish and narrow and conceited for everybody's
but you
tastes differ. When nature makes it possible to be gay and for it to do no harm then how can it be
Let happiness unnatural? Even if many homosexuals abuse their sexuality that does not make homosexuality
come
itself bad for it is the abuse that is bad.
Fear is the
father of evil
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Be easy to
please
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You just need
to see your
worth
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Egoism is the
way to go!
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Distracted
selfishness is
your salvation
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See that you
are not a
sinner
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Be your own
person

It is wrong to sexually molest children and the immature even if they consent for they are not
meant for such activity and if they were loved for themselves and not for the kind of bodies they
have the person who desires them would wait. Sex abuse is not wrong just because it may have bad
results but because the person should not be treated like a thing. We do have to treat persons as
things to avoid treating far more that way. But this condition does not occur in sex-abuse. We
should let our wrath burn fierce against child-abuse.
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PT 1 Only God
you need is
you!

PT 2 Only God
17a you need is
you!
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You have a
will but it is
not free in the
religious sense
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There is no
free will and
we don't really
want it
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Belief in fate
is not really
that bad
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Liberation and
guilt
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Forgiveness in
the popular
sense is a
snare!
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Hatred in a
spiritual
disguise
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Probability not
possibility is
what counts
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Using reason
correctly
means
protecting
yourself
correctly
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There is no
God - be your
own God
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Discard the
oppressive
God belief
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Belief in God
undermines
your selfregard
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Don't condone
"God's" often
cruel plan
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Religion is
harmful

fantasy
31

Prayer is
patronising

32

Harm of
crediting
revelation
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Miracles are a
toxic belief
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Fast inner
transformation
for the atheist
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Don't expect
too much
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Atheism in a
positive way
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Transforming
your inner self
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Feeling that
life is
meaningful
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Mature
optimism
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Irresponsibility
of the afterlife
doctrine
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Difference
between right
and wrong

42

Being fair
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Value on
human life
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Can an egoist
be a martyr for
others?
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Animal rights
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Ways of being
complicit in
society's evil

47

Lying and
stealing

48

Gossip is a
plague

49

Need for social
regulation
Proper
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relationship of
church and
state
Value of
education
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Evils of
marriage
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How to have a
happy love life
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Erotica is
harmless and
to be enjoyed
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Overview,
pillars of
atheism
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Essentials of
atheism
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About
Humanism
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Humanism is
not a religion
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Atheists here
are the rules if
you want
them!
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Being an
atheist in a
religious world
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Making
friends for
humanist
atheism
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Spread the
good news of
atheistic
humanism
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End goal of
atheistic
humanism
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Theorems of
atheistic
humanism
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